
Looking Ahead: Alternatives for Commercial Drive

Commercial Drive is a vibrant street already and a cultural landmark for the city of Vancouver. Yet in its current 
format, it is not living up to its full potential. As a public asset, Commercial Drive’s streetscape should maxi-

mize value for all Vancouver residents. 6 vehicular lanes of traffic alienates pedestrians and cyclists by creating 
noise and unsafe crossings. The current street life shows that people want a connection to the street with many 
outdoor seating options provided by cafes and restaurants, yet the streets lack public space or comfortable envi-
ronments to stroll through in many areas. Some of the problems to tackle are the thin and congested sidewalks, 
the lack of buffering in many areas provided by street trees, and a further separation from vehicles. These case 
studies serve as an inspiration to what Commercial Drive can be in the future.

“If the pedestrians are consequently required to keep to the 
right to get through it, freedom of movement is more or less lost. 
People no longer meet but walk behind one another in ranks. 
The overcrowding is too great.” – Jan Gehl, Life Between Build-
ings

 
Example One: Car Free Day in Bogota and Vancouver

 
“Without my car in Bogotá? Let us imagine a new city” 

One major event that shifts peoples views towards  
transportation, and street life are car free days.  
One of the most famous was in Bogota, Colombia  
and took place in 2000. This day, Cyclovia required all  
people entering the downtown core to park their cars in  
favor of alternate methods of transportation. The day  
was placed during the workweek and marked with artw- 
ork placed over the city and festivals as well. The overall   
effect was very positive and  empowering for the city;  
some of the benefits included:                             
      
Bogota                       Image taken from: Invest in Bogata

●	 75,000 Bogota citizens travelled by transit, or taxi rather than car
●	 10% noise levels decreased on average
●	 Reduction of emissions: 9% nitrogen oxide, 28% carbon dioxide
●	 92% of surveyed citizens claimed to arrive to work or school on time

The citizens viewed this as an exciting venture with 88% of voters agreeing to hold the car free day every year. 
Since then car free day has become more regular in Colombia with the event taking place monthly and over the 
entire city.

Today, car free day is a worldwide phenomenon. The event takes place in car dominated cities like Los Angeles, 
and many European countries as well. Europe has done a continent wide car free day, and was led by Spain with 
237 cities going car free on a regular work day. The results were surprising and the statistics in Spain speak for 
themselves with:15% less traffic, 11% more transit usage, street noise reducing 3-4 decibels, 9.25 million liters 
of gasoline saved, and 26 million KG of CO2 spared.

Discussion
Vancouver has also famously put on weekend festivals in the summer that are very high attended and well orga-
nized. This event however, has only happened once per year, and only on weekends. A future step is seeing this 
more regularly and turning commercial drive into a pedestrian street one day a month as voted on by citizens in 
the neighborhood or in the city. Since the first car-free day on Commercial Drive, the event has spread to many 
other streets in the city including Main Street, Davie Street, and in Kitsilano. The event has more potential for the 
City of Vancouver;  Car free Day can be more informal but still critical to community development. There does not 
need to be thoroughly arranged festivals in order to enjoy public life, and it is okay for visitors and residents to 
pack their own snacks/lunch and enjoy a much more quiet and clean street without a car roaring by.



Car Free Day, Vancouver 2014 
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Example Two: Complete Streets
Amsterdam Complete Streets

Amsterdam provides an example of high streets with wide sidewalks, a bicycle lane, a lane for trams, and dedi-
cated bus lane, and finally a lane for private vehicles. This type of street orientation provides vibrant streets for 
neighbors to meet, for children to play freely, and for local vendors to sell fruits and vegetables, for example. 

Examples of complete streets in Amsterdam are provided below. The orientation shows that the streets in Am-
sterdam are applicable to Commercial Drive because they have a similar road width to many areas of the Drive. 

        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This street features one shared car/bike lane, one car park-
ing lane, two wide sidewalks and bicycle parking station

 
 

This wide street features two car lanes, two car parking 
lanes, two transit lanes, two bike lanes, and two sidewalks. 

Images taken from: The Urban Country. Dec 2011. Taken with permission from James Schwartz

Discussion
The streets in Amsterdam range from very wide on  
throughput streets, to very narrow along canal routes.  
The point is that both pedestrians, drivers, and cyclists  
get a piece of the pie for the street to enjoy, to purchase  
goods, and to relax. An orientation is very feasible for  
Commercial Drive to better allow pedestrians to slow  
down and enjoy the Drive, allow cyclists to move safely,  
and allow transit to continue. 
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Easily accessible automobile use is a trade-off in this scenario, as it has dominated street life in the case of 
Commercial Drive, however it is still an available transportation mode in many scenarios. Streets can be rede-
signed to allow pedestrian, bus, and cyclists to have priority over the street, but this does not necessarily displace 
the private automobile entirely. A complete street has many benefits for commercial streets such as the Drive 
because more people are able to access it and provide increased business to the stores, restaurants, and bars. 
There will also be more open space for residents to meet and be seated comfortably along the  buzzing street.               
       
Example Three: Pedestrian Streets 
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Rue Prince-Arthur in Montreal, QC. 

A traditional “Pedestrian street” in Western Montreal with history dating back to the 1800’s. With a width of 
33’, this street traditionally was a pedestrian throughway to Saint-Louis Square. The pedestrian street still exists 
today as a center for activity for Montreal, and features jazz concerts in the restaurants that can be heard on the 
streets. The streets also come alive in the summer for tourist season where the cafes and restaurants extend out 
and cover most of the street (pictured above). It is still a popular street for locals in the winter.

Three types of street closures for pedestrian streets
1. Temporary Closures: Streets are closed for short, pre-determined hours of the day or week, such 

as weekends, evenings, or special occasions.
2. Pedestrian malls: Pedestrian malls are permanent closures in areas used by high volumes of 

pedestrians, such as tourist and downtown shopping areas.
3. Transit malls: Transit malls are a type of street closure that close the street to private automobiles, 

but continue to allow transit vehicles.
San Francisco Better Streets Program: Chapter 5

Discussion
Woonerf
A pedestrian only street seems like it wouldn’t work today,  
especially in a North American context. However, sections  
of Commercial Drive would be a great fit for a pedestrian  
street because of the current cultural identity and active  
community. Montreal serves as a very comparable model  
to Vancouver as it has similar North American demands for  
automobile use. Other examples can be seen in San Franci- 
-sco and Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

 
Pedestrian Street/Woonerf  in Madison, WA.
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